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Graph uses 'cherry-picked' data in
misleading posts about CO2-driven global
warming: experts

Mon, February 13, 2023, 10:33 PM EST · 4 min read

A graph purporting to show the fluctuation of global
temperatures over the last four decades has been shared
thousands of times in social media posts that
misleadingly claim it proves "CO2-driven warming is a
hoax" and undermines the theory that all CO2 emissions
warm the planet. But experts told AFP the graph shows a
warming trend and that social media users had "cherry-
picked" its data. Climatologists have measured how
emissions from human activities have caused global
warming.

"NASA satellite data make it official: January 2023 was

colder than January 1987... despite a doubling of manmade

CO2 in the atmosphere," reads a claim shared here on

Twitter by Fox News commentator Steve Milloy on

February 3.

"The global warming con is every CO2 emission warms the

planet. That is obviously not true. CO2 warming is a hoax,"

he continued.
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A screenshot of the misleading claim, captured on

February 10 ( Kate TAN)

- ADVERTISEMENT -

The claim was shared alongside a graph dataset titled:

"UAH Satellite-Based Temperature of the global lower

atmosphere (version 6.0)".

The dataset – published by a University of Alabama in

Huntsville scientist Roy Spencer – shows global average

tropospheric temperatures measured in degrees Celsius

based on satellite data from the National Aeronautics and
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Space Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

The graph spans a more than four-decade period from

1979 until early 2023.

Despite fluctuations, it appears to show a gradual increase

in the Earth's satellite-based readings for the temperature

of the global troposphere -- the first and lowest layer of

Earth's atmosphere. The troposphere extends from the

Earth’s surface to about 12 kilometres (7.5 miles) in height,

according to NASA.

NASA considers satellite measurements to be less precise

than thermometers on the ground for measuring global

temperatures.

The warming trend over recent decades is mirrored in data

sets used by international sources including the European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF -

the ERA5 dataset used by Copernicus) and the NOAA's

GlobalTemp set.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)'s

2021 report stated that "it is unequivocal that human

influence has warmed the atmosphere, ocean and land".

Fossil fuels -- coal, oil, and gas -- are the main contributor

to global climate change, responsible for over 75 percent

of global greenhouse gas emissions and nearly 90 percent

of all carbon dioxide emissions. The emissions cause global

warming and climate change by trapping the Sun's heat

around the Earth.

AFP has debunked claims that global warming is natural

and not caused by human-caused carbon emissions.

The same dataset alongside a similar claim has been

shared among social media users in Germany, the UK and

Australia.

But the claim is misleading.
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Warming trend

Andrew King, a senior lecturer in climate science at The

University of Melbourne, said Milloy "cherry-picked" the

data and the graph "clearly shows" a warming trend.

He cited global surface temperature, rising sea levels and

reductions in sea ice extent as factors to show "human-

caused global warming".

"Global surface temperature shows (the Earth) is around

1.2 degrees Celsius (2.16 degrees Fahrenheit) warmer since

the late 19th century," King told AFP on February 8.

The average global temperature in 2022 was about 1.15C

(2.07F) above 1850-1900 levels, making the last eight years

the warmest on record, according to the World

Meteorological Organization.

Global average sea level has risen 21–24 centimetres (eight

to nine inches) since 1880, while summer Arctic sea ice

extent is shrinking by 12.6 percent per decade as a result

of global warming.

The IPCC forecast that average global temperatures could

reach or exceed 1.5C (2.7F) of warming over the next 20

years due to emissions of greenhouse gases from human

activities.

La Nina cooling effect

Neville Nicholls, a professor of earth atmosphere and

environment at Monash University, said the global

warming trend has been offset over the last two years by

the sequence of La Nina episodes.

La Nina is a climate pattern in the Pacific Ocean that can

affect weather worldwide. During a La Nina year, cooler-

than-average sea-surface temperatures occur in the

tropical Pacific.

"We have known for many years that La Nina episodes

cause global temperatures to be a bit cooler than might
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otherwise be expected," Nicholls told AFP on February 8.

Climate scientist Nick Dunstone said in the 2023 global

temperature forecast published by the Meteorological

Office of the UK that the global temperature over the last

three years has been influenced by the effect of a

prolonged La Nina.

He added that the climate pattern is expected to end in

2023 with a return to relatively warmer conditions in parts

of the tropical Pacific.

"This shift is likely to lead to global temperature in 2023

being warmer than 2022," Dunstone noted.

AFP has previously debunked a misleading claim using the

UAH data here and climate misinformation shared by

Milloy here and here.
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Reuters

U.S. gas producers skimped on price hedges and
now face a reckoning
A rout in natural gas prices will hurt first-quarter earnings
and cash flows at gas producers as hedges - the industry's
version of price insurance - were inadequate to offset the…
expected losses, analysts and industry experts said.
Producers starting the year with fewer hedges than
historically will have to sell more gas at the market rate of
about $2.45 per million British thermal units (mmBtu), below
the breakeven prices for producing gas in some regions, and
that may force some companies to reduce drilling and put
off completing wells. Hedges, or contracts that lock in prices
for future output, help producers protect cash flows against
price swings, helping them drill and complete wells - crucial
at a time when Europe has looked to the United States for
gas.

Fox News

Americans increasingly concerned about amount of
immigrants entering nation: poll
Nearly two-thirds of Americans say they're dissatisfied with
the current levels of immigration into the nation, according
to a new national poll from Gallup.

Associated Press

DOJ giving states $231M for gun violence
prevention programs
The Justice Department is sending out more than $200
million to help states and the District of Columbia administer
“red-flag laws” and other crisis-intervention programs as pa…
of the landmark bipartisan gun legislation passed by
Congress over the summer, officials said Tuesday. Nineteen
states and the District of Columbia have red-flag laws. Red-
flag laws have been touted by President Joe Biden and
others as a powerful tool to stop gun violence before it
happens.

Ditch cable and switch to Fios Home Internet
New year. New you. Plans start at $25/mo with Auto Pay and
select 5G mobile plans.

The Hill

Newsom signs order to protect California’s water
supply from extreme weather
California Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) signed an executive order
on Monday to safeguard his state’s water supplies from the
effects of extreme weather. The order will help expand…
California’s capacity to capture storm runoff during wet
years by accelerating groundwater recharge projects,
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Bloomberg

Gas Traders on Edge as Texas Export Plant Gets
Closer to Restart
(Bloomberg) -- Natural gas traders and buyers around the
world are watching to see when a crucial US exporter of the
fuel will fully recover from a June explosion. Most Read fro…
BloombergChina Ready to Down Object Flying Near Naval
Base: PaperChina Says US Balloons Trespassed Over 10
Times Since Early 2022US Fighters Down More Objects as
Tension Ratchets HigherUS Fighter Jet Downs Fourth Aerial
Object Over North AmericaGuess Who Loses After Florida
and Texas Bar ESG Banks?Freeport LNG on the Te

WSB Cox articles

GA police legally seized cars without proving
wrongdoing in court, failed to report to state
Under Georgia law, police can seize your property without
ever having to prove you did anything wrong.

Your unread emails are waiting
If you haven’t checked your email in a few days, you could be
missing important bills, deals and more.

MarketWatch

The Hangover: Energy crisis has left Britain’s pubs
feeling hammered
Britain’s pubs were reeling before Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine pushed energy costs up. Now, like many U.K.
businesses and households, they are really squeezed.

MarketWatch

Super Bowl EV ads drove consumers to search
electric cars online, but good luck actually finding
oneCars.com says manufacturers can link EV searches to Super
Bowl ads, but risk hurting their standing with few models on
hand.

Associated Press

Analysis: NFL skids into offseason after slippery
Super Bowl
Gratitude and brotherhood were on display at the Super
Bowl, where Travis and Jason Kelce tussled for the Lombardi
Trophy in a classic back-and-forth clash and Damar Hamlin…
received a rousing ovation during a pregame ceremony
honoring the men and women who saved his life. The feel-
good vibes didn't last as long as the NFL would have liked,
however. After the NBA encroached on the NFL's biggest
week by moving its trade deadline from late March to smack
dab in the middle of Super Bowl week, the Kansas City Chiefs
rallied past the Philadelphia Eagles 38-35 after the game
took on the flavors of both MLB and the NHL.

Introducing the Xfinity 10G Network
Everyone in the house online, all at once.  Introducing the
next-generation 10G network. Only from Xfinity.

USA TODAY
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'We need to stop this:' TikTok ban proposed amid
national security concerns over China surveillance
Lawmakers look to ban TikTok amid growing national
security concerns following the discovery of a several
unidentified flying object over the U.S.

Reuters

'A crane, for God's sake': Inside the struggles of
Turkey's earthquake response
ANTAKYA/ISTANBUL (Reuters) -Kevser said she could hear
her two sons trapped beneath the rubble of their collapsed
apartment building in the Turkish city of Antakya but for t…
days she was unable to find an emergency response leader
to order their rescue. Many in Turkey say more people could
have survived the 7.8 magnitude earthquake that struck the
south of the country and neighboring Syria a week ago if the
emergency response had been faster and better organized.
The death toll from both countries on Monday exceeded
37,000, making it among the world's worst natural disasters
this century and Turkey's deadliest earthquake since 1939.

KCRA - Sacramento Videos

Stockton Unified had a truancy problem. Then it
brought students back to class with home visits
The Stockton Unified School District has a unique card up its
sleeve when it comes to bringing absences down and keeping
kids in the classroom. District officials say truancy rates we…
high in recent years, due mostly to pandemic-related
struggles and food insecurity, but those rates are going
down.

Sportscasters Salaries Released, Viewers Are Upset
Find out how much these sportscasters are earning

Fox News

Vivek Ramaswamy, conservative challenger of
'woke' ESG business practices, considering White
House bidBusinessman and author Vivek Ramaswamy is reportedly
looking into running for president in 2024, joining a field that
currently only features former President Donald Trump.

Associated Press

Review: Thunberg aims to educate with 'The Climate
Book'
Skipping school to sit outside the Swedish Parliament in 2018
with a sign reading “School Strike for Climate” at the age of
15, Greta Thunberg promised she would never stop calling…
out leaders and governments for refusing to take strong
enough actions to mitigate climate change. Fast forward five
years and while Thunberg is no longer a teenager, she is as
blunt as ever. “Leaving capitalist consumerism and market
economics as the dominant stewards of the only known
civilization in the universe will most likely seem, in
retrospect, to have been a terrible idea,” she writes in “The
Climate Book.”

Reuters

Who is Jared Bernstein, new chief White House
economist?
U.S. President Joe Biden is expected on Tuesday to nominate
a trusted confidante and long-time economic adviser Jared
Bernstein to head the White House Council of Economic…
Advisers, part of a broader shakeup ahead of an expected
2040 campaign. Bernstein, 68, one of three senior
economists on the council, has worked in Democratic
administrations for decades, and is frequently tapped to
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